
Chapter 2.2
Limits Involving Infinity



Overview
● Limit definition

● Evaluating limits using tables and graphs

● Analyzing right and left end behavior models

● Example Problems

○ #1 pg.71 -limit example

○ #42 pg.72 -end behavior example

● Tips and Tricks
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Limit Definition
lim f(x) = a

The limit is equal to the value f(x) is 
approaching(a) at a specific x value 
(c).

x -> c
For example:

lim 1/x = 0
       x -> ∞

The limit as the function, 1/x, 
approaches positive infinity, is equal 
to zero

Note that as shown on the 
graph, as the function 
approaches positive infinity, the 
function gets closer and closer 
to zero. 



Tables
Given a function, input the function 
into the calculator and look at the 
table. The table will show any 
irregularities that can be seen on the 
graph For example, if the y-value for 
an x-value says “ERROR”, there may 
be an asymptote present. 

Interpreting Limits -Tables



Graphs As noted in the previous slide, there 
was an error at x=0. On the graph, it 
can be seen that the function does 
not actually touch the y-axis at any 
point for x=0. Since there is an 
asymptote at x=0, this causes an 
“ERROR” on the table. 

Interpreting Limits -Graphs



lim f(x)

This sign indicates that you are 
coming from the left side of the 
function. 

Limits from different directions
x -> c⁻

#9 pg. 71

lim 1/(x-2) = -∞
x -> 2⁻

As you follow along the red dotted line, you 
can see that the line in directioned from the 
left of 2. As the function approaches x=2, 
the y-values become exponentially smaller 
and smaller.



f(x)=cos(1/x)
use graphs and tables to find lim f(x)
and lim f(x)

First: look to see the direction the 
function is continuing in as it 
approaches positive infinity.

Second: Note that as the 
function continues forever 
towards infinity it continues along 
the line y=1

Therefore lim =1 
Similarly as the function 
approaches negative infinity it 
also continues along y=1

Therefore lim =1

Example #1 (pg.71)

x->∞

x->∞

x-> -∞

x-> -∞



y=x^2+sinx
Find right and left end behavior 
models.

Graph the equation on your 
calculator

Then graph both the parent (x^2 and 
sinx) functions and evaluate which 
best matches the right end and left 
end behaviors

Example #42 (pg.72)



The original equation in blue was 
y=x^2+sinx
The red line shows y=x^2
The green line shows y=sinx

As f(x) approaches positive infinity the 
original function most closely matches the 
graph of y=x^2. Therefore the right end 
behavior is modeled by y=x^2

Likewise towards negative infinity the 
original function matches y=x^2. Meaning 
the left end behavior model = y=x^2

Example #42 (cont.)



Tip: Make sure you’re comfortable navigating your calculator. Know how to 
graph functions, view graphs and tables, and adjust window and table settings.

Tips & Tricks

The window button 
allows you to adjust 
the range and 
domain of your 
graph. Pressing 2nd -
> windows gives you 
setting to adjust the 
table

Enter your equation 
in under the y= 
button

Use graph button to 
view graph or 2nd -> 
Graph to view the 
table



Tips & Tricks
To check an asymptote or an 
irregularity at specific point you can 
change the table settings to “ASK” 
mode. This allows you to look very 
closely to values right next to the one 
you are interested in.

TO DO THIS:
2nd -> TBLSET

Change “Indepnt” from Auto to Ask


